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WEST LEYDEN SENIOR A SEMI-FINALIST IN NATIONAL VOCAL COMPETITION 

 

Carlos Toral, a senior at West Leyden High School, has been named a semi-finalist in the High 

School Musical Theatre category of the 2019 Hal Leonard Vocal Competition.  Toral, who made 

the first cut in the first round of preliminary judging, was one of more than160 singers from all 

over the United States and Canada that entered the 16-18 age category.   
 

A panel of judges watched entrants’ videos together and arrived at an agreement as each 

contestant’s submission was reviewed.  It was no surprise to Leyden’s voice and choir teacher 

Stacy Cunningham that Toral made it through round one. 

 

“Carlos has continued to grow during his time at Leyden,” says Cunningham, who is Toral’s 

voice coach.  “He has incredible personal drive, loads of talent, and immense passion for his 

craft.  He’s also a strong leader, and often a role model to his peers.”  

 

Toral has been Cunningham’s independent study student for the past two years.  She notes that 

during that time, he has honed many skills including developing his vocal technique, building his 

repertoire and monologues, and preparing for auditions.   

 

Cunningham also encouraged Toral to prepare a video and enter the contest.  Although he did 

not advance in the competition, as a semi-finalist his name will be listed on the company’s 

website, and his video submission will be available to view in May.  

 

“I am incredibly proud of Carlos.  I’m always inspired by and continuously challenged to be a 

better teacher by this young adult.  I look forward to the day I will get to say ‘I knew him 

when’,” Cunningham adds. 

 

Toral will be attending Western Michigan University this fall where he will study musical 

theatre. 

 

Hal Leonard LLC, an American music publishing and distribution company headquartered in 

Milwaukee, ranks as the largest sheet music publisher in the world.
  
 The company also produces 

related materials such as songbooks, method book packs, and instructional DVDs.
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